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Tasks for Today

• Provide an overview of a few popular shopping websites
• Discuss tips for navigating different types of web page elements
• Search for a product
• Locate product details
• Select options such as color, size, etc.
• Add items to the cart
• Manage the cart and discuss the checkout
Websites for Demo

Target
https://www.target.com/

Walmart
https://www.walmart.com/

Amazon
https://www.amazon.com/
JAWS Web Navigation Tips

• Use JAWS Quick Navigation Keys to navigate elements, such as links, headings, and buttons.

• Use the Smart Glance feature to locate information that visually stands out.

• Access a list of elements on a page, such as form fields, combo boxes, and buttons.
Search for a Product

1. Search by keyword or category.

2. Filter and navigate results.

3. Navigate to a results page.
Locate Product Details

1. Use JAWS Quick Navigation Keys to navigate the product page.

2. Select options such as color or size using checkboxes or other form elements.

3. Use JAWS Quick Navigation keys to locate the Add to Cart button, then press ENTER.
Manage the Cart

1. Navigate the cart using JAWS Quick Navigation keys and reading commands.
2. Adjust the quantity or remove items using the keyboard.
3. Use JAWS Quick Navigation keys to navigate form fields and enter information during the checkout process.
Thank you for joining us to learn about tips for online shopping with JAWS.

Send questions or feedback to training@vispero.com

Visit our training page at www.freedomscientific.com/training
Purchasing JAWS, ZoomText and Fusion

Freedom Scientific Software Suite: JAWS, Fusion, and ZoomText License
$300.00
JAWS Student License
$99.00
ZoomText Student License
$89.00

*All Licenses available on Quota or Cash purchase